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Model Number: 50447704

Sirocco Sand And Leaf Trap High Flow Upgrade Kit 50447704

Manufacturer: Sirocco

Sirocco Sand And Leaf Trap High Flow Upgrade Kit 50447704

Sand Trap High Flow Upgrade (pictured with Sand Trap &ndash; sold separately)

Increase the capacity of your Sand Trap to 10 gpm+ for faster work speed! Allows for
quicker and more efficient separation of air from water flow, and requires less horse
power (saving lots on fuel!). Also reduces strain on the auto pump-out, making it more
reliable.
The High-Flow upgrade adds another hose connection at the top of the tank, allowing
air to stay separated from the water-flow, making it easier for the transfer of water into
the next tank, especially for 8 to 12 gpm flow rates.
INCLUDES:
â—• Quick connectors
â—• Auto pump-out tank adapters
â—• 1&frac12;&rdquo; and 2&rdquo; connect hoses
NOTE: 15/ 30 Gallon Sand Trap Tank NOT included!

 
SHIPPING:
â—• PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE SHIPPING!
â—• After you checkout we will begin production on your order. When your order is
ready we will contact you with the freight amount for payment.
â—• All shipping charges are the responsibility of the customer. PressureWasher.net
ships internationally with R&amp;L Carriers. We do NOT mark-up freight, but we do
get very competitive rates. Please contact us if you would like to use your own carrier.
â—• ORDER CANCELLATION ON ANY CUSTOM ORDER AFTER 24 HOURS IS
SUBJECT TO A 30% RESTOCKING FEE!

LEAD TIME:
â—• There is a 10-14 day lead time for production on most machine orders. Common
inventory items may ship faster.
â—• Rush orders available for an additional fee, contact us for details.

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Saturday 19 October, 2019
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